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to take this or that policy, but whether Strasser was to decide
the party policy. The decisive factor in the savage intrigues that
went on unknown to the rank and file was Hitler's personal
decision that Strasser was dangerous to his personal rule. That
enabled intrigue to triumph over intelligence. Strasser's letter
of resignation only anticipated disciplinary expulsion.
There is no evidence that Strasser wanted to split the party.
He knew it too well to believe that a real split was possible. For
a moment he may have believed that his influence was so great
that the weight of party opinion would enable him in the end
to triumph over his personal enemies, but he cannot with his
intelligent appraisal of his colleagues ever have believed that
sufficient would follow him to let him possess a party of his own.
Unless that party was big enough to make the Hitlerite wing
become the rump, it was as useless as the pathetic little party
which his equally but sooner disillusioned brother had formed,
and that was impossible.
And there was no split. The boosting of the Leader had been
much too well done, even by Strasser himself, for the revolt of
a subordinate leader who had carefully not been boosted to strike
the party imagination and the moment the breach was open most
of the Strasser group hastily changed their views. With the few
malcontents Hitler reckoned promptly. Prick, threatened with
expulsion, collapsed at once; Fedcr curiously enough held out
longer than any of them, but in the end he too submitted to the
same threat. A conference of leaders from all over the country
was immediately held in Berlin, at which Hitler had yet another
opportunity to play the pathetic part which he played so well
because he so genuinely enjoyed playing it. It is when he is
pathetic that Hitler most believes in his own acting. The fall
of Strasser had created consternation among the local leaders
everywhere who were not acquainted with the intriguing at
headquarters and regarded Strasser's loss as extremely serious.
Hitler raised the issue at once into the personal sphere. With
hardly a word on party policy, he described pathetically how he
had trusted Strasser only to find he had nourished a viper in
his bosom. Strasser's end had been that of a disloyal friend; his

